RightFind® Insight

Companies are looking to turn information into knowledge to accelerate the pace of innovation. Information centers can support this strategic objective by offering relevant content to provide scientific insights to users when they need it. But are you wasting time trying to find information due the vast amount of scientific literature being published annually? How can you promote the value of your content investments, spend less time weeding though irrelevant search results, and showcase the strategic value of the information center?

RightFind Insight, powered by the SciBite® platform, brings semantic enrichment to the search and reading experience to turn information into knowledge and accelerate new discoveries.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

RightFind Insight is powered by the SciBite platform, including hand-curated vocabularies/ontologies and the ultra-fast named entity recognition extraction engine TERMite®. With a simple and intuitive interface, this rich and easy to use search experience brings scientific concepts to the forefront of literature by semantically enriching millions of citations and full-text articles.

- **Semantic search** – Get relevant documents with a comprehensive search that incorporates SciBite’s semantic ontologies.
- **Full-text keyword preview** – View keywords in context to quickly determine if a full-text document is relevant to your work before you order it.
- **Synonym type ahead** – Control your search by filtering out the noise and get to the right content.
- **Semantic visualization** – Find content fast by refining your search with dynamic data visualizations.
- **Instant document enrichment** – View highlighted terms from SciBite’s 30+ biomedical vocabularies/ontologies to quickly navigate to relevant sections of an article.

RightFind Insight semantic search